
No points will be 
given

Much improvement
needed

Improvement 
possible Perfect

points
possible	/	
actual

points
possible	/	
actual

Lay-outLay-outLay-outLay-outLay-outLay-outLay-out
Name, class, 
team, rubric, 
front

incomplete, 
sloppy

not complete or no 
nice front

complete and a 
nice front 2

TeamTeamTeamTeamTeamTeamTeam
Agreement 
forms

filled in 
incompletely

agreements too 
general or not 
signed

complete, 
agreements a bit 
meagre

complete, perfect 
agreements 3

Team table incomplete or not 
in a proper table complete done creatively 2

Tips and tops 
received & 
given

incomplete mentioned without 
reacting upon them

also mentioned 
how tips will be 
used in the future

also own tips 
compared with 
those received

3

Perpetrator profile formPerpetrator profile formPerpetrator profile formPerpetrator profile formPerpetrator profile formPerpetrator profile formPerpetrator profile form
Finger and 
shoe

minimal 
observations, no 
conclusions

incomplete 
observations and 
conclusions

complete 
observations and 
conclusions

with extra details 3

Textile and 
hairs

minimal 
observations, no 
conclusions

incomplete 
observations and 
conclusions

complete 
observations and 
conclusions

with extra details 3

Powder and 
soil

minimal 
observations, no 
conclusions

incomplete 
observations and 
conclusions

complete 
observations and 
conclusions

with extra details 3

Other items of 
evidence (almost) absent list incomplete list complete also in perfect 

order 3

Further 
investigation? absent a few listed, without 

motivation
a few listed, or 
more but without 
motivation

more listed, 
motivated very 
well

3

Doubts absent a few listed, without 
motivation

a few listed, or 
more but without 
motivation

more listed, 
motivated very 
well

3

Final 
conclusions absent hardly any 

arguments
few good 
arguments

more, good 
arguments 3

Bonus: extra quality can be shown in: finding the right suspect, perfect observations (techniques 
carried out very well), motivating conclusions, doubts expressed and explaining possible extra 

investigations

Bonus: extra quality can be shown in: finding the right suspect, perfect observations (techniques 
carried out very well), motivating conclusions, doubts expressed and explaining possible extra 

investigations

Bonus: extra quality can be shown in: finding the right suspect, perfect observations (techniques 
carried out very well), motivating conclusions, doubts expressed and explaining possible extra 

investigations

Bonus: extra quality can be shown in: finding the right suspect, perfect observations (techniques 
carried out very well), motivating conclusions, doubts expressed and explaining possible extra 

investigations

Bonus: extra quality can be shown in: finding the right suspect, perfect observations (techniques 
carried out very well), motivating conclusions, doubts expressed and explaining possible extra 

investigations

Bonus: extra quality can be shown in: finding the right suspect, perfect observations (techniques 
carried out very well), motivating conclusions, doubts expressed and explaining possible extra 

investigations

Bonus: extra quality can be shown in: finding the right suspect, perfect observations (techniques 
carried out very well), motivating conclusions, doubts expressed and explaining possible extra 

investigations
Extra quality absent in one aspect in two aspects in three aspects 3

TOTAL POINTS:TOTAL POINTS:TOTAL POINTS:TOTAL POINTS:TOTAL POINTS: 34

NAME: CLASS: MARK	
(total/3)
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